From our Delegates at 2014 & 2015 Animal Energy World Conferences

Let´s see
what
they
say?!

Ursula Flores, San Pedro del Pinatar, Alicante, Spain
Companion owner
I attended in May this year the Conference on Animal
Energy, organised with time, efforts and lots of love by
Marie Holliday.
I did not know what I was expecting. I thought speakers
would refer only about the energy of different animals,
which of course they did, but what inspired to me most
was that there were several EFT professionals (Emotional Freedom Techniques) reporting on
experiences and impacts they had using this simple but powerful tool on different animals,
their traumas, sufferings, insecurities, etc.
There were different ways of treating animals, by touching, tapping, caressing, talking,
communicating through distance, moving body, creating new energies, healers having a very
high state of consciousness, peace of mind, avoiding judgemental and negative attitudes. I
learned that sadness, frustration and anger facing animal suffering is not the right way of
helping them.

The speakers were simply outstanding. Very humble, human and with a rich wisdom and
acquired knowledge on animals, like dogs, horses, cats, how to understand, guide and heal
them. The EFT technique enables us even to ‘send’ energies and messages to those many
places where animals are considered and treated as simply objects without feelings.
After the Conference I had one or two experiences where I was very distressed seeing what I
did not want to see until I decided to try and apply what I learned on EFT and the results were
simply amazing (with myself and a complete change in the situation of that animals and their
owners).
It would be interesting to gather more people who are dealing with all sort of animals, like
dolphins, wild life in general and so many creatures which are enriching our life daily and we
even do not notice. I can only say that this initiative is of great value for all of us and would
encourage many people to attend the next Congress and contribute with their presence,
positive energy and knowledge to make this event a wonderful success… all for our fellow
animals. And as Marie said at her opening speech: ‘There will be no world peace if we do not
take the animals with us’

Sue Gessey, The Animal Healing Trust & Horse Rescue,
Birmingham.
Founder of association
I had a lovely and uplifting time at the Animal energy
conference and met like minded people who also are
committed to helping animals.
Thank you Marie for organising it and inviting me

Lorna Hills, San Animal Sanctuary, Aguilas, Murcia, Spain
Volunteer
None of us had practiced EFT-although between us we had a
little bit of knowledge on the subject.
We felt extremely welcomed by Marie Holliday (the
organiser) and also by all the amazing thought inspiring

speakers. Looking forward to Manchester 2015 and would highly recommend others to take
part!!

Lyn Atkins, Lightning Process Practitioner & AAMET Trainer, England
Companion owner
Thank you Marie for donating the raffle prize at the AAMET
conference last year for someone to attend the inaugural animal
world conference, as you know I was the lucky winner.
It was a wonderful conference meeting many other like minded
people. The timing was perfect; I had recently added a new member
to our household, an Airedale terrier Max; he was adorable but on high alert most of the time
and impossible to take for a walk anywhere near other dogs.
The conference gave me not only the confidence to `tap´ directly on Max (he loves it), but
more importantly to recognise it wasn´t Max that needed to change, it was me and other
humans in the household. As a Lightning Process & EFT practitioner I knew how to be calm but

hadn´t been when walking Max; we were all on high alert, this started after Max was attacked
by another dog when he was only a puppy; he had almost certainly let go of any trauma of that
day but we hadn´t.
Now we can take Max for walks off lead, he is happy to meet and play with other dogs and we
all have a great time. He doesn´t even chase bicycles anymore-he just sits when asked and lets
them go by before charging off again to find the next thing to sniff. Thank you!
Linda Noble, England
EFT Practitioner
To work with Marie Holiday and the International Speakers
at this inaugural Conference in Spain has been an amazing
experience!
Anyone interested in energy psychology and a love of animals will
be totally astounded.
Illustrated in their clear training in intuitive skills, they left me in no
doubt of the higher level of communication possible between
animals and human beings and the EFT healing that is possible
through this medium . Absolutely captivating!

Brendan Quinn, Lucan, Ireland
Local Broadcaster
I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude for
the very professional Conference presentation, which is
undoubtedly due to your passion for animal EFT, and your ability
to select very relevant and passionate Presenters.
The efforts that you took to oversee the running of
conference and the sacrifices made to take time out to be
available on what seemed like a 24/7 basis, has to be
acknowledged and appreciated.
I really was amazed how each Presentation in turn was even
more interesting than the previous one………
It really was a learning process for me and I am so grateful to
now realize how EFT can assist with distressed animals of all
breeds; and in addition I am sure it was apparent that all the participants had great social
networking and fun.
I have to say, Marie that it was indeed a pleasure to be part of such a well organized
Conference.

The way the Presenters imparted their wealth of experience in such a spirit of generosity, and
were willing to further interact with participants outside of class was enlightening; to say
we were enthralled by the insightful presentations would be an understatement.
You managed to ensure that the style and substance of the various Presentations would be
witty, interesting and informative, and your diligent preparation was obvious to all.
Wishing you every success in future endeavours

